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SUMMARY 

Strategies based on selection within local populations and others based on importation of semen or embryos 
were evaluated for genetic improvement of milk yield in dairy cattle in Zimbabwe. Gene flow techniques 
wen? used for the evaluation of genetic improvement. A cost-butefit analysis using fixed 1991 prices was 
used to assess the economic wo&iness of the breeding strategy alternatives. The economic criterion used 
wasnetplwerttvalue. ThersnlringofstratGgieson~aiteriondiffend~ulatoneconomic 
criterion. For the sta&ud set of economic pamme&sused,piogenytestiagis economicauy viable in 
Zimbabwe. Closed multiple ovulation and embryo transfer nucleus schemes and importing semen to rire 
replacement cows are not economically viable alternatives. Importing semen to sire sons and importing 
embryos to produce young bulls are economically viable. lbe ranking of strategies on net present value 
was not sensitive to the genetic parameters but was quite sensitive to the economic parameters used. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Zimbabwe, temperate dairy breeds are used for commercial production of milk. The commercial dairy 
herd comprises about 100,ooO cows and the had size in the milk reccrding scheme averages 125 cows. 
The main breeds are Holstein (77%) and Jersey (10%). The national herd was set up by importing live 
animals from Europe. The introduction of AI in 1970 offered opportunities for the use in Zimbabwe of 
highly selected proven foreign bulls. Embryo tram& technology, introduced into Zimbabwe in 1985, 
offas new breeding opportunities. 

EvidencesuggestsUlatgeneticparametasaresimilatinZimbabweandcounhiesinUlctMnperate~ 
(Mpofu.1986). Thaefcxethesame~~msof~gandob~tionshouMbe~~etoboth. The 
breeding objectives are also simii. Genetic improvement in temperate climates has been mainly through 
selection of bulls through progeny testing. Thae is scope for genetic impn3ement by sdection in 
Zimbabwe since the amount of genetic variation is high (Mpofu, 1986) and the infrastructme for progeny 
testing already exists. MOET nucleus schemes have been recommended for developing countries by Smith 
(1988) and Hodges (1991). However. higha and fasta genetic gains can be made in developing countries 
by importing genetic material from dairy pop&ions with a higher genetic mean (Smith, 1988). Imports 
of genetic material from temperate countries is appropriate for Zimbabwe given the modemte genom by 
envimnment interaction between Zimbabwe and these couneies (Mpofu and Schaeffer, 1992). 
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This paper gives an overview of the results of a deterministic simulation study done to evaluate various 
breeding strategies for Zimbabwe (Mpofu, 1992). Some of the strategies are based on local selection 
programs and others are based on imports of genetic material from international sources. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Descriution of breedina &rate&s 
Strategies based on selection within local w&atiuns and others based on importation of semen or embryos 
were evaluated for genetic improvement of-milk yield in dairy cattle. The local selection programs were; 
progeny testing in a closed population (PTl), progeny testing combined with semen imports to sire 30% 
of replacement cows (Pl2), progeny testing with foreign bulls as sites of sons (PT3), and a nucleus 
breeding scheme using multiple ovulation and embryo transfer (NMOET). The initial stock for NMOET 
is imported. Strategies based on imports wete; continual semen imports to sire 30%. 50% and 100% of 
the AI-bred population (CSI30,CSISO. CSI); semen from elite foreign bulls used on local elite cows to 
produce a bull team that is used untested (ELITE); and bulls from imported embryos used untested (CEI). 
For the ELITE strategy, superovulation and embryo transfer is used resulting in a more intense selection 
for the bull dams. 

oenetic evahlations 
A deterministic simulation using gene flow techniques (Hill, 1974) was used to estimate the population 
gemtic mean for milk yield o&r-a 2S year period The genetic parameters used in the analysis were 
obtained from literahue and supplemented with pammeWs for Zimbabwe and the United States for the 
genetic cotrelation and the initial genetic difference between the importing and exporting countries (Mpofu 
and Schaeffer, 1992). The gene flow model used was: 

M(t) = P x [ M(t-1) + A,(t)) 

where M(t) is a vector of average genetic merit of animals in each sex-age class at time t, P is the gene 
transmission matrix and Ag is a vector of the genetic superiority of selected animals. The P matrix is 
constructed using predecided generation intervals and it is assumed fixed for each strategy. The selection 
selection dIfferentlal is calculated as: 

Ag=I.r.o,.r, 

where I is the selection intensity, r is the accuracy of evaluation, a, is the genetic standard deviation for 
milk yield. The genetic correlation between countries rI is used to adjust the selection differential when 
imports are involved. A genetic correlation of 0.70 was used. ‘Ihe initial average genetic merit for the 
Zimbabwean sex-age classes was set to xw at the start of the evaluation period and the mean for the cow 
population in the exporting country set at 1.25 pheootypic standard deviations above that of Zimbabwe. 
Continuous selection in both sexes was assumed. The evaluation criterion is the *on genetic mean 
which is a weighted average for lactating cows. 

Economic evaluation 
An economic analysis was done to measure the economic impact of the breeding strategies on society as 
a whole. The eco&mic criteria used to assess breeding strategies was net present value. The benefits of 
genetic improvement were incffased milk production predicted from the genetic analysis. The benefits 
were truncated at 25 years. Production costs fcr cows were obtained from the National Association of 
Dairy Farmers while investment and openting costs for the strategies were obtained from private fvms and 
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government offices involved in genetic improvement. The analyses were based on 1991 prices. The 
market prices were adjusted using parameters provided by the Ministry of Agriculture for Food Security 
Projects to get shadow prices. The standard parameters used were a discount rate of 10% and a relative 
value for the Zimbabwean dollar of 1:3. 

Sensitivitv Analvsis 
The sensitivity of results to the following parameters was investigated; genetic correlation between the 
exporting country and Zimbabwe, the initial genetic differences between the countries, the discount rate and 
the relative value of the Zimbabwean dollar. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Genetic ranking 
When using the genetic mean at 25 Years as the evaluation criterion, the strateaies rank: CSI. CEI, 
NMOET, J&E,-PT.& PT3, CSISO, pi1 and CSDO. The CSI strategy is better U&i CEI by 10%. CR1 
and CSI are comparable in that for both strategies, the whole Zimbabwean population is mated to foreign 
bulls. With CEI, the bulls are used untested whereas with CSI, the bulls are above average tested bulls. 
With CRI, there is time lag between the date of import of embryos and the use of bulls from these 
embryos, whereas with CSI the semen is used straight away. When the proportion of replacements sired 
by foreign bulls is reduced (CSISO. CSDO), response is reduced and CSDO ranks lower than PTL The 
MOET scheme is the best of all strategies based on local selection. The population mean at 25 years with 
this strategy is higher by a factor of 66%. 6% and 16% for PTl, IX! and PT3, respectively. The MOET 
scheme has an advantage of an initial genetic lift from the founder stock of the nucleus herd. Progeny 
testing is best when combined with semen imports for sires of replacement cows (RR?). m improves on 
PTl by a factor of 56% and on IT3 by a factor of 9%. With RT2, a large percentage of cows is mated 
to proven bulls. 30% to foreign proven bulls and 50% to local proven bulls. In addition, since some cows 
are mated to fomign bulls, the number of local proven bulls required for the rest of the cow population is 
small, so selection pressure for bulls is higher with RI’2 than with PT’l or PT3. The flow of genes from 
the foreign population is faster with PT2 than with PT3 as foreign bulls are used straight away with PT2 
whereas sons of foreign bulls have to wait for a test in PT3. The ELITE strategy is better than all the 
progeny testing strategies. The cause of thii is the more intense selection for bull dams m&e possible by 
the use of superovulation and embryo transfer and the. reduced generation interval as bulls are used 
untested. 

Economic ranking 
When economic factors are taken into consideration, the strategies ranka CEI, ELITE, PT3, PTl, ‘PIT, 
CSDO, CSISO, NMOET and CSI. Progeny testing is an economically viable alternative for Zimbabwe. 
The net present value for the PTl strategy was ZS4.57 million. However, greater returns are obtained when 
test bulls are sired by foreign elite bulls (FT3). The strategy giving the highest net present value (Zr24.8 
million) is that based on continual embryo imports to produce young bulls for the base population. 
However, when the relative value of the Zimbabwean dollar is low and when the initial genetic difference 
between the exporting country and Zimbabwe is low, the ELITE strategy ranks fit. The ELITE strategy 
should be adopted when bull dams can be reliably evaluated since the young bulls are used untested. 
Closed MOET nucleus schemes and importing semen for replacement cows (PT2, CSDO, CSISO, CSI) are 
not economically viable alternatives. This is because investment costs and operating costs are high for the 
MOET schemes and importing semen for replacement cows involves large volumes of imports and the use 
of scarce foreign currency. 
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